
The Reserve (Events of your Dreams) 101 W. Glade Rd. Ste. 102 Euless Tx 76039, 817-545-8800. 

info@thereservedfw.com Contact people Angela and Jessica. 

Price packages for the Grand Ballroom  

 Packages include the ballroom from 4pm-12am, white spandex chair covers with any color sash, any 

color table overlay and runner, center pieces, china table settings (dishes), stage backdrop, led up 

lighting along the ballroom walls, ceiling draping with lights over the dance floor, dance floor lights and 

use of the projector. 

 

150ppl and less Friday/Sunday $3,388 includes tax, Saturday $3,888 

151-200ppl Friday/Sunday $3,588, Saturday $3,988  

201-250ppl Friday/Sunday $4,088, Saturday $4,488-NO DANCE FLOOR 

Stage Décor, sofa, chairs, backdrop, ect. $400 additional 

3 Large Pillars and Topper with custom backdrop draping for stage décor $300 

2 Large Hanging Crystal Chandeliers $50 each  

Draping over Ballroom Entrance Door $100 

If you wish to serve alcohol 

TABC bar tender is $150 for 5 hours and $30per hour after the 1st 5 hours. 

Armed police officer $250 for 5 hours and $50 per hour after the 1st 5 hours. 1 guard per every 150 

guests the 2nd guard is at a discounted rate of $150 for 5 hours. 

1 waiter for every 50pp for 5 hours is $100, after the 5 hours $20 per hour. 

Extra hours for only the room is $150 per hour the latest is till 2am. If alcohol has been served you 

must pay for the extra hours for the bar tender and police officer 

Bride and Grooms rooms are $75 each. 

The Chapel room is $450 if rented with any ballroom, that includes white garden chairs, stage backdrop, 

floor runner and any color sash on the 1st chairs along the runner. 

Deposit $500 

Chafer food warming trays for buffet, large coffee maker, punch dispensers $15 each 

Large Thermal food warming boxes for extra food $30 each 

Large standing picture holder $20 

Cleaning fee for after event $150 
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Silver Ballroom- max seating for is 100pp with a sweetheart/head table and dance floor, 120ppl with no 

head table 

Silver Ballroom packages- they include use of the ballroom from 4p-12a, any color chair sash on the 

chavari chairs, any color table overlay and runner, center pieces, china table settings (dishes), led up 

lighting along the ballroom walls, dance floor lights, use of the projector. 

80ppl or less Friday/Sunday $1,745, Saturday $2,245 

81-100ppl Friday/Sunday $1,930, Saturday $2,330 

101-120ppl Friday/Sunday $2,053, Saturday $2,553-NO DANCE FLOOR 

2  Medium Hanging Crystal Chandeliers $25 each 

Hanging Floating Candles over the Headtable $75 

Custom Designed backdrop $250 

Draping over Ballroom entrance door $100 

The Chapel room is $450 if rented with any ballroom, that includes white garden chairs, stage backdrop, 

floor runner and any color sash on the 1st chairs along the runner. 

If you wish to serve alcohol 

TABC bar tender is $150 for 5 hours and $30per hour after the 1st 5 hours. 

Armed police officer $250 for 5 hours and $50 per hour after the 1st 5 hours. 

Wait staff , they will clear all tables, help serve food and drinks and remove all trash. If you choose not 

to hire the wait staff you will be responsible to clear all dishes from the tables, serve food and drinks 

and remove all trash from your event. 

1 waiter for every 50pp for 5 hours is $100, after the 5 hours $20 per hour. 

Extra hours for only the room is $150 per hour the latest is till 2am. If alcohol has been served you 

must pay for the extra hours for the bar tender and police officer 

Bride and Grooms rooms are $75 each. 

Deposit $300 

Cleaning fee after event $75 


